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THECHAIRMAN: It is some time since this Committee had the pleasure

of meeting in full, and during the time that it has not met the

Drafting Committee worked, at any rate so far as its members were

concerned, extremely hard; its Chairman was not always so regular

in attendance. I think I ouht to explain that in an endeavour to

keep to the time-table for the meeting of the Preparatory Committee

as a whole one or two pieces of anticipatory action were taken by that

Drafting Committee, or by myself. The first was by the Drafting

Committee. After they had completed their draft text a message was

sent to Committee V explaining how that text could be implemented in

the Article relating to the Commodity Commission and other relevant

passages in the chapter relating to organization. In the second place

we nominated two or three members to listen, on behalf of the Committee,

to the representatives of the International Chamber of Commerce.

The other thing I ought to report to the Committee is that in order to

have a preliminary draft of a report by this full Committee before us

I ventured to ask the representative of Canada to act as our Rapporteur;

and I am sure the Committee will approve of my action in that respect.

I suggest the best way for us to conduct our business this morning

is to take the report of the Drafting Committee in its two parts; that

is to say, the text and the explanatory notes. Unless there are any

general questions which any Delegation would like to raise at this point I

think it would be the most expeditious and businesslike way for us to make

the most rapid progress we can if we were to go through that text, taking

with each Article the notes that refer to it. If that is agreed I will

take the text Article by Article, and it is open to any member of the

Committee to catch my eye.

At this point I might say that we are again working vwith simultaneous

interpretation, and it is important for the convenience of the whole

Committee that Delegates should not speak until they have caught my eye,

because that gives the master of ceremonies, as it were, a chance to switch

on the appropriate microphone. At this point I might also repeat my

appeal for pauses between sentences. It is reported to me - not greatly

to my surprise, due to the appalling screams we hoard from somewhere in
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has not been working while I have been speaking. If any Delegate wishes for a

translation of what I have said I shall be glad ifhewould say so. Are there

any remarks before I turn to the draft text?

I will now take the text, and I will refer to Article 1, in which, as you

will see, there is a square bracket which refers to a note; that note refers

members of the Committee to the note on the very last paragraph of the last

Article. I think it wouldbe convenient if we kept the discussion on that

point until we come to the last Article, when we can have a general discussion

on the point. Are there any other observations on A.rticle 1? ThrnI1 take

it that we pass Ar tilec1, subject to teh pointab out priecs ebngr erervsed,

and I nwo calAlrticel 2.

R. WIL'OX (United States): Do)you w.sh to takecthis up pa agraeh by paragrap^?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, I think itwould be convenient if there are points to be

raised. Are there any points on paragraph 1 of Article 2?

Then I pass to paragraph 2. There is a note on paragraph 2.

MR. BEYLEVELD (South Africa): Instead of specifying "owing to the difficulties"

would not it be bettor to make it more general and say that inter alia those

difficulties would be referred to? Something to the effect that "economic

problems which, may arise inter alia through thedifficulties of finding alterna-

tive occupation", then you do not restrict it to that one condition.

MR. WILCOX (United States): I believe the phrase in brackets was in the

original United States' draft. I do not think, that it is necessary, and we

would be prepared to drop it if there is objection to it.

THE CHAIRMAN: The proposal is -- and I think this would meet the South African

Delegation too -- that the words in square brackets should be dropped so that

the paragraph would read:

"To prevent or alleviate the serious economic problems which may arise
when production adjustments cannot be affected by the free play of
market forces as rapidly as the circumstances require."

Would the Committee agree?

MR.HML? (UnitedKingdom): We wouldagree to dropping that if that is thewishof theCommittee.
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THE CHAIRMAN: I think the Committee is generally agreed that it would be

prferable to have theparagraph without the words in square brackets. Is

there anything else onparagraph 2? Then we pass to paragraph 3.

Paragraph 4 is in square brackets, and the note again refers to the question of

prices, which we said wewould keep until the end, so I will hold that

paragraph back and call paragraph 5.

MR.WILCOX (United States): Paragraph 5 creates one difficultywhich I think was

in the minds of the Drafting Committee. That has to do with conservation

agreements relating to fisheries on the high seas or in international waters,

such as, for instance,/whaling agreement. I doubt that some of the provisions

that are set forth in the rest of the chapter would appropriately apply in that

case. I think, however, that that is something which has to be thought over at

some length. I would believe it to be unwise for us to try to do that here

and now. I suggest that the attention of the Interim Drafting Committee be

called to that probem.

fols
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MR DE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I believe that the objection of

Mr Wilcox is covered to a great extent in so far as it goes to the

Protection of fish, and for instance in the case of herrings in the

North Sea, that is covered by protection of plant and animal life in

the exceptions. That is, as far as there is economic question, it

should come under this; but I quite agree to p2ut it before the

Committee in New York.

THE CHAIRMAN: Shall we then ask the Rapporteur to make a note of this

point and have a suitable passage thought out saying that this question

requires further examination? (Agreed)

Paragraph 6: the note by the Drafting Committee refers us

forward to Article 7, and I suggest we might follow that arrangement of

business and withhold paragraph 6 for the moment. Would the Committee

then pass. Article 2, subject to the reservations we have made? (Agreed)

I will now pass on to Article 3, paragraph 1. Paragraph 2. Paragraph 3.

If there is nothing else on Article 3, we will pass on to Article 4.

MR WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairman, in paragraph 1 of Article 4, the third line

from the bottom the text reads: "convene an intergovernmental Conference

of interested members for the purpose of discussing measures," and so on.

The words "of interested Members,
"
as we have read then over, seem to be

confusing, and unnecessary, and I would suggest that they be dropped.

THECHAIRMAN: The suggestion is that we cross out the words
" of interested

members" in the last line but two of Article 4, paragraph 1.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I would agree to that.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): Will that then mean that the Conference will include other

Members, even though they may not be interested in the commodities in

question?

MR WILCOX (USA): I think the answer to that question is found in the followingMRGUERRA (Cuba): Ye?,that is covered.THE:CHAIRMAN: Withthat explanationwouldthe Committeeagree?Wewillcrossparagraph2.~~ s-e < - y -s - - - c ~~~~~~~~~~. If . -e- -;-- -
C. 1
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MRBEYLEVELD (South Africa): Mr Chairman,I would like to raise a point here

in regard to the three groups interested in starting discussions on the

establishment of an agreement. There are the producers, the consumers and

the trade. Now, apparently in terms of paragraphs 3 and 4 there would. be

more or less equal representation for those groups first to study the

matter and then to hold a conference. If there is not someprior right

for the producers to establish this organization, would not you have the

danger that there will be so much argument over establishing it, or

bringing it beyond the conference stage, that in the end you might

have more organizations established in terms of Article 8 on a sort of

unilateral basis instead of being established in terms of paragraph 3 and

4 on what onemight call a multilateral basis.

THE CHAIRMAN: I may say I have no intention of trying; to answer that conun-

drum myself.

MR HALL (UK): I am not quite clear I am afraid on this particular point. It

is of course Governments who are going to attend these conferences, but I

have not quite followed the difficulty, I am afraid.

MR BEYLEVELD (SouthAfrica): Assuming two producing governments and two

consuming governments and two trading governments, and they start arguing
in the study group and ultimately they start arguing in the Conference,

Will not they between the three of them, being of a sort of eqal status,

argue without end and never come to finality, whereas in the last resort

most of these schemes would be in the interests of producers; and it

seems to me that producers should have a little bigger say in establishing

an organization, after which in the administration of the organization

every interested party would have more or less an equal say.

MR HALL (UK): I wonder if that does not arise on later Articles.It seems

to be clear on this Article that any member can ask for a. conference,

and if, as is quite natural, the producers are most interested, it is

perfectly upon to them to have one. On the question of whether they

reach agreement or not, that does not seem tome to arise on this Article;

it is considered mainly in Article 8.

6.
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MRBEYLEVELD (SouthAfrica): That is sort of unilateral - one is going

ahead when the others do not want to work together. I do not want to

press the point, Mr Chairman. I thought I would merely mention it.

MRMELANDER (Norway): I think the answer to the point raised by the

delegate of South Africa could be found inArticle 4, paragraph 1,

where it says that the "Organization shall convene a conference at the

request ofa Member.

SIR GERARD CLAUSON (UK): I do not think this is a real difficulty in the

light of experience in the past. It is perfectly true that if a member

asks for a conference to be convened, the Organization has got to convene

it, and if it does convene it it seem, to me only reasonable that it

should also be under obligation to ask everybody who is concerned; but

of course the interests in production, consumption and trade are not

equal. Production and consumption must balance. But as a representative

of what was at any rate once a great trading nation, I am bound to say that

in the case of primary commodities countries interested in trade are very

much fewer than they were, that is to say, trading in commodities which

they neither produce nor consume, and they cannot hope to bulk very large

in a conference of this kind.Nor, I imagine, would the people who are

really interested in the production and consumption put up with very much

nonsense from countries who are purely interested in trade, and Ifeel

sure that they would force the Conference to a conclusion. One cannot,

in a document of this kind, lay down rules for voting in a Conference

of that kind because it is a matter which has got to be settled by the

good sense of the Conference. What happens in such a Conference is a

vast amount of argument between the producers and the consumers who start

by thinking that their interests are equal but oposite and after an

intolerable deal of talk come to the conclusion that they also have a

great many common interests and that those common interests require them

to reach agreement. I do not myself despair of those conferences coming

toan agreementreasonably quickly because it soon becomes obvious in such

conferences that it is to everybody's interest thatthere should be a

conclusion of some kind. So that I do feel that thiswording is quite
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as it stands and it will not run the people who have to manage

ngs into serious difficulties.

(Australia): Mr Chairman, my idea of it is that this Article 8

paragraph 1 was designed just to meet the case where one or two countries

perhaps important to the Conference hold it up, and I think that

be said that if, after a certain period, those who thought they

ach an agreement, would say to those one or two countries, "Well,

go ahead and make an agreement without you," they would then,

cided to do that, make an agreement in accordance with the

Charter. In practice, it would probably be found that the recalcitrants

who perhaps designed held it up would be the ones that would be left

out and that without them an agreement might be possible, or it might

be found that when they saw that the others were determined to go on

with it they would come in. I think that that is what would happen in

practice. But it is quite conceivable that a particular country of

sufficient strength might set out to hold up the proceedings, and that

Article 8 (1) was put in to stone that; but I think the next step would be

to make an agreement without them.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder whether with those two explanations the Delegate

of South Africa would be content?Dfols.8.
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MR. BEYLEVELD (South Africa): Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think that finishes Article 4. Article 5,

paragraph 1? Paragraph 2? If there is nothing else on

Article 5 we go on to Article 6. Paragraph1? Paragraph 2?

Paragraph 3?

MR. QURESHI (India): On Paragraph 3, Mr. Chairman, I just wanted

to know about the point that we raised about the representation
of those countries which were both important producers and

importers. It is not clear to me from the -ording here. Have

they got any vote for their dual capacity?

THE CHAIRMAN: If I may venture to answer that point, I think it is

dealt with, as well as the Drafting Committee felt that it could

be dealt with, in the next paragraph.

MR.QURESHI (India): It is not clear to me, Mr. Chairman, whether

they will get votes in proportion to their imports or exports.

THE CHAIRMAN: No. it was not/clear to the Drafting Committee either

I think I am within the recollection of the members of the

Committeeo in saying that, and most members of the Drafting

Committee felt that circumstances would vary so much as between

the circumstances in each particular commodity that the right

way to deal with this point, without a formula that might be as

long as the rest of the Chapter, was to say that those who were

interested, but could not be classified precisely as one or the

other, wore to have an appropriate voice.

MR. QURESHI (India): Do you think it is possible for instructions

to be given to the Interim Drafting Committee that they should

have this in view when drafting the Report, and/then this position

may be further explored, because we do feel that then a country

is an important producer and at the same time an important
consumer it should get theweight in regard to representationinitsdualcapacity.

THE CHAIRMAN:I think members of theCommittee might like to
express an opinion on that suggestionby the Indian deIegate
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SIR GERARD CLAUSON (UK):Mr Chairman, the Drafting Committec did,

as you said, try to deal with the matter in the next paragraph,

and it is possible that they did not deal with it as skilfully
as they could. Would it meet the point of our Indian colleague
if in the last line but one of Para. 4 we said instead of the

words "which do not fall procisely under either of the above

classes", "but which are not large importers or exporters"?
Then it would read "Provided that those countries which are

largely interested in the commodity, but which are not large

importers or exporters, shallhave an appropriate voicc". I

think that wasreallywhat wemeant to say.

MR.QURESHI (India): I think if weadded the word "both" - "which

are both importers and exporters" - that would satisfy us.

SIR GERARD CLAUSON (US): Yes, but it would not satisfy a country

like France, which is a very large producer.
MR. QURESHI (India): But if it is not a very large importer, you

see, it is a different story. That is why I suggested we need
not discuss it at any length here, but it may be left to the
Interim Drafting Comittee to have this in view. As regards the

principle I do not think there is any disagreement. It is only a

matter of drafting and could be well taken in hand by the Interim

Draft in Committee, because the point is important.

THE CHAIRMAN: The suggestion made by the Indian delegate is that

the objective being fairly clear we should note in our Report
that some of us are not entirely satisfied that these words at

the and of Paragraph 4 convey all the shades of meaning which
we intend them to convey, and would they have another look at it.

MR. QURESHl (India): With the addition"with a viewthat countries
which are both large importers andexporters of a commodity

should have adequate representation". Within that formula they

could make out some sort of wording which would be acceptable to

us.

SIR GERARD CLAUSON (UK): We must cover the case of a country which
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is a very large producer and Consumer, but a very small importer

or exporter. There are really two cases: one, of the country

which practically supplies itself with very large quantities of

the commodity, and the other is the case of acountry which is so

large that it is importing at one and of it and exporting at the

other, so it is both a large importer and a large exporter. That

is the point, is it not?

MR. WORMSER (France) (Interpretation) Mr. Chairman, the sentence

which has called forth the remarks of the Indian delegationoriginatedinaFrench amendment, and ifweare to give any
instructions to the Drafting Committee I should like to insist
on having these instructions drafted in the most clear way
possible, without any grounds for misunderstanding, in order to

indicate to te Comnmittee clearly that we wish to ensure proper

representation for countries who are producers of merchandise in

large quantities and consume that merchandise nationally, without
taking a large part in international trade.

MR. QURESHI ( India): That is satisfactory to us.

THE CHAIRMAN: Then may I ask the Rapporteur if he thinks he has the
point sufficiently to think of a form of words, which perhaps, to
save time, might be cleared outside this Committee for reporting

as soon as possible, with say,the United Kingdom, India and

France?

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): At this point I have an observation to make, Mr.

Chairman. In paper E/PC/T/C.IV/W.7, the Report of the Drafting

Sub-Committee, it says in the second paragraph "The draft as now

presented has been generally agreed as suitable for presentation

to Committee IV. Passages on which allMembers were not agreed
are indicated by square brackets."Iwant to call attention to

this, that while some of the amendments of our delegation that

were not agreed in the Drafting Committee are in the form of

additionalparagraphs, Ifindthat some of them are not included.InthiscaseofPara.##ouramendmentwasnot an addition,butwasadifferentposition. It was on thequestionofequality11.
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of voice, and that part has not been put into square brackets,
and we have to do one of two things: either put that in square
brackets or change the wording of Para. 2 of this paper I read,

so as not to give the impression that our delegation agreed on

that Paragraph No. 4.

THE CHAIRMAN: In defence of the Drafting Committee I think we should

also read the third paragraph of their introduction, which says

"certain other matters to which the Sub-Committee wishes to

draw attention", and there is on this particular point a note

against Para. 4, which I had not yet called , but to which wewere
led forward by the question the Indian delegate raised on Article

3. We have got slightly out of order, but I am afraid it was my

own fault, because I referred the Committee forward. However, I

wonder if we could agree Article 3 and get ourselves back on the

rails again?

Then on Article 4 there is a suggestion new that the

Rapporteur should take account of the points made by India and

France and include a plassage on those. I think at that point I

should askwhether the Cuban delegation would be satisfied by

the inclusion in the Report of a passage on the lines of the note

on page 2 of W.7., to which reference has just been made?

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): I notice the third paragraph, Mr. Chairman,

but I think if no say "generally agreed" in para. 2 it gives

the impression that every delegation agreed to that in the

Drafting Committee, and I would prefer to change that to "has

been agreed by a majority of the Drafting Committee". Otherwise
it gives the impression that every delegation agrees on all

points that are not in square brackets. I will not make a

point of putting that part to which I referred into square

brackets; I prefer that the wording in para. 2 ofthis Report

of the Drafting Sub-Committee be changed in that way, to say

"agreed by the majority of the Drafting Committee", or some

otherwording which will mean the same thing. "Generally agreed"

12.
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is not Acceptable to use because we were in the Drafting Sub-

Committee and we did not agree to that.

THE CHAIRMAN: I suggest to this main Committee that it is not

worth while wasting time on what is the Report of the Drafting

Committee, which has been passed, and all that that sentence

says is "The draft as now presented has been generally agreed

as suitable for presentation to Committee IV". It does not in

any way say that everybody agreed to very word in it. It

simply says that .weall on the Committee
thought this

asa suitable draft to bring up, and everyone has his chance

here of making objections to the draft or asking for points

to be noted.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba) Mr . Chairman, the difficulty is that if the

sentence says "Passages on which all Members were not agreed

are indicated by square brackets", that will again imply

that the paragraphs round hich there are not square brackets

were agreed by everyone.

THE CHAIRMAN Then may I ask this Committee to make a manuscript

amendment to the text which is in n.6and put square brackets

round Article 4? Is that satisfactory?

13
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Mr. GUERA (cuba): Well,it may be satisfactory, butI thinkotherdele-
gates will probably prefer to read the paragraph that way and amend

the Report in the sense that it was agreed by the majority.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think there is a genuine confusion here. What we have

before us in W.17 or 7 is a Report from the Drafting Committee which

is a document presented to this Committee. No one here is committed

to that. What we are trying to do this morningis to consider the

lines of the Report of this Committee We are now at Article 6,

Paragraph 4, which, as the Cuban delegate has quite rightly reminded

us, was not agreed by all Members on the Drafting Committee, and it is

for this Committee to decide what it wishes to do with Article 4 and

how it intends to handle the matter in the Report of this main Committee

IV which is going forward.
Mr. DEUTSCH (Canada): I may say, Mr Chairman, that in the preliminary

Report of the main Committee there is a reference to the question

raisedby the Cuban delegation, and, it was pointed out there that the

majority view is represented here in this Article, but that there was
one delegation which did not agree with this.

Mr WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairman, my understanding would be that the only

documents which would be made public here would be the draft and the

Report to which Mr Deutsch referred, and that document 17 is purely an

internal communication and that the point is adequately covered in

what would be the Report of the Committee.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think perhaps at this point I ought to ask for an

expression of view quickly on the point which has been reserved by

Cuba from the Drafting Committee. If there is a substantial expression

of view in favour of the passage we have now put in square brackets,

then I think that is the passage that should appear in the main text

and we do justice to the Cuban point of view in a passage in the

Report.
Mr GUERRA (Cuba): Mr Chairman, I agree that our position is being dealt

with justly in the reference to Article 6, paragraph 4, as Mr Deutsch

suggests, But I do not quite understand why, though in some of these

parts we have this reservation properly taken care of, as in this

part to which Mr Deutsch referred at the same time in the beginning
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In the introductory part it is said they are generally agreed and that

the square brackets are only on the points where the delegations agree

Therefore I think the whole thing will be solved by changing it to make

that clear in the introductory paragraph.
THE CHAIRMAN: May I ask, to which document you are referring when you

speak of the introductory part?

Mr GUERRA (Cuba): W.17.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, we have already met that. When you referred in W.17
to passages on which all members were not agreed and are indicated by

square brackets, we hastily put square brackets round this particular

paragraph in W.6.
Mr GEURRA (Cuba): In paragraph 4?

THE CHAIRMAN: 4. That is now standing in square brackets. What I am

now seeking to do is to see how we should deal with this paragraph

in the Report of the main Committee IV. I might perhaps say that at

would be helpful to general progress on this subject if we could

print our final text without square brackets, but see that justice is

done to any reservations and in the Report which Mr Deutsch has pre-

pared. So that if there is a substantial but not unanimous agreement

on Article 6, paragraph 4, as it now stands, I would propose that the

point should be dealt with not by square brackets but by a definite

note drawing proper attention to the point of view which the Cuban

delegate has indicated in the appropriate paragraph of the Report of

this Committee, which, as at present drafted, does refer to it.

This is in document 10, paragraph 8. But perhaps we might return to

that when we come to consider document 10. I would just like to know

now whether the views of the Committee generally are in favour of

Article 6, paragraph 4, as it appears.
Sir GERALD CLAUSON

(UK): Mr Chairman the United Kingdom delegation are in favour o

Article 6, paragraph. 4, as it now appears. We do feel that square

brackets are a very useful device when a document is submitted by the

Drafting committee toa main committee; but we very much support

yourview that theyarea disfigurement to a published text, and that

the bettercoursewould be to publishthewhole of the drafting of
Chapter6 without any square brackets, butto cover all the reserva-

tions in the covering Report.
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Mr GUERA (Cuba): I have only one question to ask. The Report is

document 17?

THE CHAIRMAN: No; document 17 is not to be published; but the document

which will be published will have this Committee's revision of document

10.

Mr GUERRA (Cuba): What I mean to say is, it will include the reservation:

the Report will include the text with square brackets and then the

reservation of the delegation on every point?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes,

Mr GUERRA (Cuba): That is satisfactory to us,

THE CHAIRMAN: I am very grateful to the Cuban delegate for that under-

standing. Then I think it is the general wish of the Committee that

we pass paragraph 4 as it stands and remember that when we come to

draw our draft Report this point has to be properly noted.

Mr GUERA (Cuba): That is right.

THE CHAIRMAN:Then may I return to the text and call Article 6,

paragraph 5. (After a pause:-) Paragraph 6? Shall we pass on to

Article 7?

Mr QURESHI (India): Mr Chairman, I would just like to request you to

consider one point, Though it may seem rather early at this stage,

but it may help us because Articles 7, 8 and 9 have a very intimate

connection with Article 15, which is the last Article; and with your

permission I would like to make some observations on Article 15,

which is intimately connected with 7, 8 and 9. It will help the dis-

cusslon. Or you may allow me to refer to this when we discuss 15.

But I personally would prefer that you should give me about 5 minutes

in order that I may explain the position.

THE CHAIRMAN: I had hoped that we could discuss the general principle

of 7, 8 and 9 when we came to the governing words, which as the

Indian delegate points out, are contained in the very last passage of

all in the text; but I think perhaps it would be right and fair

that we should ask the Indian delegate to make his statement now, and,

having heard it, decide whether we should deal with it on these
articles or return to the point when we come to the last Article.
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Mr. QURESHI (India): I am very grateful to you, Mr Chairman for the

opportunity that you have afforded me. Let us refer to Article 15 and

the words that have been put in brackets regarding prices. I think,

at least from our point of view, it is a very peculiar situation.

If the words "or prices" are removed from the brackets, then any arran

ment with regard to price control will not come under the commodity

arrangements, and if these words are retained, then it will become a

sort of exceptional clause and will not be covered under Articles 7,

8 and 9. So that the difficulty from our point of viewwould easily

be removed if the words "or prices" in Article 15 are kept, but a

small addition is made somewhere in Article 7 explaining that when a

commodity is subject to excessive fluctuation in prices - and so on,

The meaning of this amendment is that the words "or prices", which are

in brackets, from our point of view should be kept as they are, in

order that it should not over-govern Articles 7, 8 and 9, which at

present is the situation. There might be a clause in Article 7

asto when a commodity is subject to excessive fluctuation in prices.

That would cover our position.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it would perhaps be convenient if we discussed

that point when we come to Article 15, because it seems, to the Chair,

at least, that it is associated with two other points whichwe have

reserved from Articles 1 and 2.

Mr BALA (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, I would like to ask the Drafting

Committee why in Article 7"commodities in short supply" is omitted.

I am fully aware that in Article 14, paragraph 1, and in the Report

4/10, page 9, it is explained that commodities in short supply is
omitted from this draft. but I should like to know the reasons,

because as we are trying to create a machinery for commodity agree-

ments, so I think we should include commodities in short supply as

well.Iwould like to know the reasons why they are not included.

THE CHAIRMAN: If delegates would refer to paper W.17, page 3, there is

anote headed:"suggested additional paragraph on threatened short-
ages". I thinkthatpoint isdealt with in that note, andif it is

convenient,wecould havea generaldiscussion on that now.

- I
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MR.GUERRA (Cuba). I have a suggestion to make. When you refer to paper W.17

would you also refer to paper W.12, because the same paper has the two

different numbers.

THE CHAIRMAN: That is perfectly true; some copies were numbered one wayand

some another. Have the Committee now found the note to which I referred?

I ouht perhaps to remine the Committee that we left over from Article 2

paragraph 6, which is related to this point. I hope I can incite some member

of the Drafting Committee to answer the point which has been raised by the

Czechoslovak Delegate.

SIR. GERARD CLAUSON (United Kingdom): Perhaps I could leap into the breach. We

had a very long discussion in the Drafting Committee on the question whether

there should be an additional paragraph in article 7 relating to commodities

which are in short supply. I think it is true to say that the majority of

Delegates felt it would be appropriate to have a regulatory agreement for a

commodity in short supply only if it was considered that the commodity was

temporarily in short supply, and that by reason of that fact prices would be so

high as to stimulate production, and therefore that it could be described as an

article in respect of which a burdensome surplus might be expected to develop

later. It was therefore felt that in the particular case of the commodity in

short supply which could be pretty certainly judged to be going to be in

burdensome surplus later Article 7 would apply.

The Committee also felt that where the difficulties arising out of the

short supply could only be met by something in the nature of a rationing or

distribution scheme it would be covered by paragraph 1 of article 14, which

leaves right outside this chapter inter-governmental commodity arrangements

which relate solely to the equitable distribution of commodities in short supply.

We then felt that we had not covered one case, which was that of the commodity

which was in short supply, and regarding which international action to stimulate

production was necessary. To meet that case Article 2 (6) was inserted, which

allows Governments to frame inter-governmental commodity arrangements which are

not regulatory agreements in order to provide for expansion in the production

of a primary commodity which is in such short supply as seriously to prejudice

the interests of consumers. Then there wore three cases; one which could be

18.
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covered by a regulatory agreement because a burdensome surplus could be foreseen

later, the second which merely required inter-governmental rationing procedure

- which is left out by Article 4. (1) - and thirdly, the commodity regarding

which combined efforts to increase production are required, which is covered

by Article 2 (6).

MR.BALA (Czechoslovakia): I feel that in Article 7 a fourth paragraph should be

included which covers the case of commodities in short supply. I think that

this Charter should be as comprehensive as possible, and it would be of value

if we met this very important case.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder whether it would be possible for you to assist the Committee

by describing exactly what this paragraph would say? If that is an unfair

question to answer offhand it is pretty clear that this Committee will have to

meet again this afternoon, and we could return to the point then, if that would

give Delegations time to think this over.

PROFESSOR de VRIES (Netherlands): In the Drafting Committee we had a long discussion

on a proposed text fromAustralia. Perhaps in the meantime the Secretary could

talk that over with the Czechoslovak Delegate and see whether the suggestions

made in the Drafting Committee would meet the idea he has in mind, and we could

discuss it after that.

MR. McCARTHY (Australia): I think some time might begiven now to consideration of

the principle whether some reference should be made in this paragraph to the

consuming aspects of it. As the records will show, I rather took the view that
some reference should be made to the interests of consumers in direct language,

and that there should be a statement that in the event of shortages an agreement

might be brought about. The view of the members who took a different view was,

not that they disagreed that the agreements were designed to include the interests

of Consumers and were not designed to meet periodical shortages but that the

Article as it was worded did actually provide for that. I think the question

then resolved itself into whether the Article was designed to include shortages

asone of the criteria for making agreement; and the unanimous view was,

asit wasdesigned to do that. Then the questionresolved itself into

should be altered to indicate precizely that that was so.
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was a lot of merit in leaving it as it was because of the obligations that

would have to be assumed by the producing countries, and that those countries
should have emphasised to them the fact that the agreement would be introduced

when burdensome surpluses were likely to arise. I Ultimately came to the

view that the alteration of the words from "burdensome surpluses which had

developed or were developing" to "surpluses which had developed or were

expected to develop" did largely meet the point, because where we would want

regulatory agreements we would know the history of the product, and if we
were clear from the history of that product that surpluses also meant shortages

periodically we could then lot that stand as an adequate indication of the

fact that shortages would be met.

I am quite satisfied that where you get surpluses you will get shortages
subsequently, and that is inextricably bound up with the fluctuations in prices.

Ultimately the Australian Delegation took the view that the position was met,

particularly if a paragraph was put in the report which indicated that the

paragraph was designed to cover shortages as well as surpluses, and that was

accepted by all members of the Committee. We discussed the position at

considerable length, and as one who pressed for the inclusion of something on

the lines that has now been mentioned by Delegates I would say that my
Delegation is satisfied that the attitude we originally adopted was met by
the alteration of the words to "expected to develop" and a statement, which will

be made in the offficial report, that members of the Committee generally agreed

that shortages would be one of the criteria which would come into the question

whether an agreement should be made.
I would rather regret it if the whole thing were opened up again; though,

as I have said, I see a lot of merit in the views of those who have raised it.
I doubt if. we should consider adjourning it until we look at words, unless we
have decided that some words are to go in. I suggest the issue now is, first

whether in the opinion of the Committee the present wording does adequately
include shortages and the interests of consumers; and if the answer to that is

"Yes", whether the words indicate it or not.
20.
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MR HAKlM (Lebanon): Mr Chairman, I would like to point out the relation

between this question of shortage of supply to paragrah 5 of Article 2

which deals with the question of conservation of natural resources and

their protection from unnecessary exhaustion. If the cause of the

shortage is a natural cause, then the question becomes different from

the case where a shortage is temporary or where it will be followed by

a surplus in the future. I have in mind certain mineral resources in

connection with which there is a threatened shortage of a more or loss

permanent character and the cause if natural and not simply one of

temporary adjustment of supply and demand. I simply wanted to point out

the relantion between such permanent shortage and the objective in

Article 2, to protect natural resources from unnecessary exhaustion.

MR McCARTHY (Australia): I would like to make a comment upon that. I

do not think that we could apply permanent shortages to an agreement to

deal with the regulation of the trade in a commodity concerned. The

agreements are really designed, particularly when they involve the

regulation of production and perhaps of actual prices, to check the

ebb and flow in the supply of the product, which actually brings about,

in the main, the fluctuations in price; and the point that we were

concerned, with was, to take an example from the present - wheat: there

is a district shortage of wheat at the moment, notwithstanding the Sunday

papers I think of this country, and that shortage might continue for a

little time - that it might have been read into this Article, that until

it was clearer that there would be surpluses, negotiations for an

agreement could not take place. Now, our interpretation is that an

aggreement could be made for wheat at once under this Article 7 under

the clause "surpluses are expected to develop," because the history of

the product shows that shortages are followed by surpluses and surpluses

are followed by shortages, and that is the trouble, and I would prefer

to see shortages particularly mentioned. But I am satisfied that it is

coveredand theonly reason why I have spoken again is rather toemphasizesomethingI mighthavesaidearlier,thattheagreementsarereallydesignedtocorrect the cycle of shortageandsurplus. Whereyou21.
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product, though inthe case of the agricultural product the shortage

usually brings with it a stimulus in the shape of a high price, if it
than

were clear that there were long-term shortages, measures other/an agree-

ment of this character I suggest would have to be adopted.

MRHAKIM (Lebanon): I would then ask why should we have as one of the ob-

jectives of the intergovernmental commodity arrangements, paragraph 5,

to maintain the develop the natural resources of the world and protect

them from unnecessary exhaustion?

MR DE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, may I answer the delegate of the

Lebanon? One of the things which cover especially the case of the Lebanon

delegate is the question of forestry. In the Drafting Committee the

Netherlands delegation for that reason from the beginning asked, in

support of the point raised by Australia, to have shortages explicitly

put in here in Article 7, but we were content with the declaration and

explanation given by other delegations, that in such a case as the

development and maintenance of such natural resources as forests they

should come under an arrangement and not come under an agreement, so

that such arrangements come under Articles 4, 5 and 6 but need not come

under iArticles 7, 8 and 9. There is every reason to have such an

arrangement as regards forests and maybe there are minerals also, but

there is no need to have them under Articles 7, 8 and 9. If there

should be any case where various stimuli to the development of such

natural resources are not enough and you needed some rationing again,

the Netherlands delegation is content to say that such rationing

schemes should not come under the governmental agreement here, but that

they should be dealt with by another mechanism and come under the ex-

ceptions. So that in the mind of our delegation, although we feel that it

has to be put in the Report explicitly, and we do not want to exclude

shortages of the types that have been described by Sir Gerard Clauson

from the arrangements, we need not have an extra paragraph in Article 7

to deal with that.

22
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MR BALA (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, if I may suggest it, I think the

point of view of the Czechoslovak delegation might bemet if, after the

w rds"burdensomesurplus" we could insert the words "or shortage, "

then if in Article 14, paragraph 1,we could omit the words "solely to

the equitable distribution of commodities in short supply or".

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder if you would mind repeating these amendments more

slowly at something like dictation speed?

MR BALA (Czechoslovakia): After the words "burdensome surplus" in Article 7,

paragraph 4, insert the words "or shortage," and after the words "producers

or consumers" in Article 14, paragraph 1, line 2, omit the words "solely

to the equitable distribution of commodities in short supply or."

MR WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairman, I am afraid that the meaning of the paragraph

would be destroyed by such an amendment. If you read it, ".... shortage

is expected to develop which because of a reduction in price does not

lead to an increased consumption or a decrease in production, would not

be corrected by normalmarketing forces, "- I do not believe it makes

sense. The whole paragraph has to be taken as a unit, and if the words
"or shortage" are inserted it will have to be changed pretty radically.

THECHAIRMAN: Does any other delegate wish to express a short view on the

proposal made by the Czechoslovak delegatedIam now calling upon the

delegate of Canada and not the Rapporteur.

MRDEUTSCH (Canada): Mr Chairman, if I may speak as delegate of Canada and

a member of theDraftingsub-Committee,we also preferredsome mention of
for

the problem of shortages, but/the reasons cited by Mr McCarthy we became

convinced that thequestion was adequately covered in the draft articles
as they nowstand, taking into account the interpretation that has been

made ofArticle 7 and the exception that is provided in Article14.

Article 14 doessay that schemes for the equitable distribution of

commodities in short supplyareexcepted from these provisions entirely
andtherefore canbeentered into when required; sothatitseems to us

Mr(Cuba): Mr Chairman,the Cuban delegation isofthe sameopinion

as theAustralianandCanadiandelegationsregardingthisquestionof
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a remark or two on the question raised by the Lebanonese delegate,

I think there are two different questions here. Article 7 refers to the

circumstances governing the use of regulatoryagreements andthe

principal paragraph of Article 2 contemplates agreements of other

kinds; in the case of products which are in permanent shortage or in

danger of exhaustion it may be possible to contemplate some sort of

scheme for conservation in which all countries which are facing that

situation might take part, and yet such an agreement would not be a

regulatory agreement in the sense that we are trying to maintain a

proper balance and relationship between supply and demand. So that I

think it is entirely consistent to put the principle in the general

agreement covering conservation of supplies and the preventionof

unnecessary exhaustion of commodities in short supply,and yet notput
that sameobjective covering Article 7, because Article 7 refers only

to regulatory agreements which will necessary contemplate cases in

which the problem is to balance properly supply and demand, with

the idea of avoiding or diminishing these difficulties which are con-

templated in Article 7.

MRWILCOX (USA): I would suggest that the point which concerns the delegate

for Czechoslovakia might be met by calling this record to theattention

of the Interim Drafting Committee, together with the explanationsthat

have been offered by the delegates of the United Kingdom, the Netherlands,
Canada, and Australia.

THE CHAIRMAN:If the Czechoslovak delegate is prepared to have the point

left in that way we could return to this point when welook at the

draft report and we shoud still preserve pur objective of having a

clean text to print with our report.

24.
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I take it that in the light of this discussion it is the

general view of the Committee that the words we reserved in

pard. 6 ofArticle 2 should be included. The words were "to

provide for expansion in the production of a primary commodity
which is in such short supply as seriously to prejudice the

interests of consumers". If these words were included and we

referred to this discussion and the views that have been

expressed, could we regard this point as dealt with?

MR. BALL (Czechoslovakia): I am satisfied with the suggestion of

the delegate for the United States ifit is the case that in

Article 2 the paragraph 6 is included?

MR. WILCOX (US): Yes.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): Mr. Chairman, on paragraph 1 of Article 7

I have only a suggestion to make. The Cuban delegation had

proposed an amendment to the Article and that has been taken

care of in the Report. In the discussion in the Drafting

Committee we considered that the change made in paragraph 1

sufficiently covered our point, but I have received instructions

from my Governmentto make a reservation on paragraph 1 of

Article 7, so I will just call attention to that in the sense

that the Report of the Committee will take note of that

reservation.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the Committee is now ready to continue

its examination of Article 7, paragraph 2. I should call

attention to the note by the Drafting Committee which says

that they understood "unemployment" as covering "under-employment";
that the Rapporteur has covered that point in his draft Report.

Paragraph 3: there is also a note of interpretation which

relates to synthetic products. Of that also the Rapporteur has

takenaccount.

Any other points on Article 7?

paragraph 1 wehave a passage in square

25.
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first part of the socond sentence provides that if Members

substantially interested do not obtain agreement through the

Conference because of a delay in calling the Conference or

in the proceedingsof the Study Group, they may proceed by

direct negotiation to concludes an agreement if it conforms to

the other provisions of the Chapter. I think there is every

reason why the Organization should be asked promptly to call a

Study Group and promptly to call a Conference, and why that

should not be delayed. I think, however,that this passage seems

to indicate a distrust of the Organization in this respect, and

to imply that it would be possible more speedily to call

countries together and get an agreement outside of the Organiza-

tion. In my viewthat section is not necessary. I do not,

however,object to it particularly. My concern is more with

the last section, which is in brackets, which says in effect

that if it is impossible to get nations who are interested in

a commodity to come to an agreement, the nations who are interested

in that commodity may then proceed to come to an agreement. I

would suggest that the section in brackets is entirely unnecessary

and should be dropped.

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps I should give the whole Committee some of the

background of the discussion on this point. One delegation only,

I think I am right in saying, really wished to press those last

words, but we felt it right, as there were specific words

suggested, to bring them to the notice of the main Committee,

in square brackets, and it is for this Committee to decide how

they shall be handled. We all of us who were on the Drafting

Committee know that this is a point to which the delegation

concerned attaches very great importance, but I would still hope

that in the interests of obtaining a clean text we may take

these words out of the text which is to be/appended to our Report.

and cite them definitely, with the proper reservation, in the
26.
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Report of the Committee which is to be published. I think it is

for the members of the Committee now to decide how this should

be done.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): Mr. Chairman, mine was the delegation which

stressed that point, as we considered it very vital to the

countrywe represent. We do not want to reproduce here the

very extensive discussion we had in the Drafting Committee,but

as that discussion only took place in the presence of members

of theDrafting Committee I will very briefly state the reasons

why we have this opinion, so that the whole Committee may know

the reason why we wanted this clause to be put in. The question

is very simple. Werealisethe difficulty and danger/of putting

an escape clause in such a general way that it will make it

possible for any country to proceed to negotiation of agreements
outside the framework and principle of the Organization. We also

realise that an escape clause of that sort will make almost

unnecessary the whole procedure set up in this Article, in the

sense that it till deprive it of its real force if immediately

afterwards we put a wide-open escape clause, but I only want to

explain to theCommittee that we entirely withdraw from the

position originally taken by us in that sense, and will try to

meet the objections to which I have just referred, making the

escape clause a very restricted one, to be applied in cases only

in which the export trade and even the whole economic life of

the country depends on/a particular commodity. We feel very

strongly that where the entire economy of a country depends on

the trade in one article we should not it entirely beyond any

possibilityto proceed with independent action. For Cuba it is

aquestion of the responsibility of the State itself towards the

nation, not to be able to proceed with any kind ofpolicy with

regard totrade in a productif any kind of Conference says that

weshouldnotdoso. AsIsaidbefore, we tried to restrict
thisvery carefully,first restricting the escape clause to

casesin which the entire economic life of the country depends
27
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ona particular product; and, secondly,thatanycommodity

agreement that the country tried to get would have to conform

to the principles and provisions of a general character

contemplated in this Chapter of the Charter.

We felt in the Drafting Committee and we still think that

there is no proper justification for not taking into account

an escape clause of this sort,when it is so restricted and

so guarded or safeguarded as to make it necessary that the

agreement should conform to the provisions of the Charter.I

thought we ought to tell this Committee what we said in the

Drafting Committee on the question of the method of dealing

with this. We do not have any objection to having the

bracketed sentence dropped and making a proper reservation in

the Report. That method will satisfy us, but I want to make

it very clear to the Committee that our impression is that the

Cuban delegation or the public of Cuba would not be able,

either in this Conference or any other Conference, to accept

the position that the complete responsibility of the/State
should be put in the hands of a Conference, and that we should

surrender our legitimate right to proceed with any kind of

negotiation on a product which is absolutely and entirely vital

to the country.

MR. WILCOX (US): Mr. Chairman, my only comment would be, first,

that this is not an escape clause because it requires that the

agreementarrived at by this method conform to the other provisions

of the Chapter. The only thing that the first part of the

sentence does is to say in effect that the organization must

proceed with dispatch. With respect to the second part of the

sentence, I think it is perfectly acceptable and desirable to

note in the Report the reservation of the Cuban delegation with

respect to this matter.

THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps to can return to this matter when we come to

deal with the principle in the Report.

MR. DE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr. Chairman, the objection on the first

28.
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part of the sentence by the United States delegation, that

there is something of distrust in the Organization, can

perhaps bemet by omitting the words " calling of a Study Group"

and "calling of a Commodity Conference" and "unreasonable

delay in the proceedings ofa Study Group and Conference",

and putting.." promptly" in Article 3 and in Article 4-

"shall promptly invite" and "promptly convene", because then

we omit the idea of distrust in the Organization as a whole.

29.
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THE CHAIRMAN: If I may express a personal opinion, the view just

expressed appeals to me rather as enjoining a duty on the Organisation

to act promptly, and then leaving the question of unreasonableness

to the actual proceedings of a study group or a Conference. Would

the Committee generally like to make those changes? Perhaps I might

say exactly what they are; they are to leave out in Article 8, para-

graph 1, the words "in the calling or", in two lines, so that it reads

unreasonable delay in the proceedings of the study group"; and then

I suggest we can go right on "or of the Commodity Conference"; and

to insert in Article 3, paragraph 2, after the words "the Organisation

shall" the word "promptly";and in Article 4, paragraph 1, alter the

word "shall" and before the comma, the word "promptly". There is no

amendment of substance in that; I think it is more an amendment of

good manners towards the yet-unborn Organisation.

Mr. SCHWENGER(USA) I would say that was an improvement.

THE CHAIRMAN: Does the Committee generally agree that that is an

improvement? (After a pause:-) Very well. May we now pass on to

paragraph 2 of Article 8? There is a note there by the Drafting

Committee of this Committee which is meant to serve as an instruction

to the Interim Drafting Committee that they should bear in mind what

we have done, when they are looking at the non-member clause in the

commercial policy chapter. I thinkthat would be generally acceptable.

Mr JOHNSEN (New Zealand); There seems to be a small matter of drafting

involved in the paragraph to bring it into linewith paragraph 3:

it would seem that after the word "shall" in the first line you need

to insert the words "in matters the subject of such agreements".

THE CHAIRMAN: This, if I remember aright,was a point that we discussed

at great length in the Draftlng Committee, and we came to the conclus-

ion that the words "under such agreements" conveyed that meaning.

MrJOHNSEN (New Zealand): Then why is it different in the ... paragraph?

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder if any member of the Drafting Committee can

remember why we did it in different ways in different paragraphs?
(UK)

Sir GERALD CLAUSON:/ I do not thinkwe did,I think the words "under

such agreements" were cut out in paragraph 3 when we put in the words

"subjectto such agreements". I think they reappear here by accident.
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agreements" at the beginning of paragraph3. As Sir Gerald Clauson

has pointed out, they are taken up by the words "in matters the subject

of such agreements". With those explanations, may we pass 2 and .?

Paragraph 4 I would direct attention to a note in the Report of

the Drafting Committee.

Mr. ALVARO MUNOZ(Chile): This paragraph refers tothe statement which

the Chilean delegate made on prices and which is mentioned in the

notes here, I think, The words "reasonable prices" do in a measure

express what we then said. However, we feel that a more ample defini-

tion is needed, and I would suggest including a passage in the Report

so that the Interim Drafting Committee should consider this point at

greater length when it meets in January.

THE CHAIRMAN: I wonder if the Committee would look at the words on the

white paper that was circulated this morning under the heading of

Article 2, and see whether the whole of that passage would be a

suitable guide to the Rapporteur. I would like to call attention to

the paragraph over the page, which really is an attempt to sum up the

views of the Committee as a guide to the Rapporteur which defines this

point. I think the Chilean delegate wished to suggest than we should

add at the end of that: "Some delegations felt that this definition

was a matter which might be profitably further examined by the

Interim Drafting Committee".

Mr. ALVARO MUNOZ (Chile): That is right, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: I take it that such an addition would cause no difficulty.

WIth regard to paragraph 5, Members of the Committee will see at the

end a long battle on the Drafting Committee which ended in a draw,

neither side being willing to give in to the other, and we were forced

to bring back to this Committeethequestion of whether "effectively"
or "economically" wasright.I shouldsay that a minor battle between

Membes of the Committee, theSecretariat and the typist still

continues, because we said, Ithink five times,that the word we wanted

"economically", not "economically". Theparticularon one side of spelling it"economically"wastheUnited
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Kingdom. The Secretariat told me that after exhaustive searches

through all the dictionaries they failed to find the word so spelt.

Mr. QURESKI (India): As a compromise, might we used both words, so as to

please both parties, and say"effectively and economically".

Mr. SCHWENGER (USA): We are quite agreeable to that.

Mr HALL (UK): I am afraid there would be a disagreementon the United

Kingdon delegation about the spell.ing. I support the dictionaries.

But on the substantial point, we should certainly accept "effectively

and economically", if theCommittee agrees.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would the Committee generally accept that conclusion?

What was a drawn battle is now, I think, still a drawn battle.

As for the spelling, I shall leave it to the Secretariat and the

United Kingdom delegation to have it cut in private.

Mr DEUTSCH (Canada): Mr Chairman, as delegate of Canada, I should have

preferred the word "economically", but will compromise on using them

both: "effectively and economically".

Mr. MELANDER (Norway): As one of the delegates who do not use the

English language, may I say perhaps we should have an explanation of

the differencebetween the two words.
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MR. SCHWENGER (United States): If necessary we can haveone from the dictionary

and one from more up-to-date sources..

THECHAIRMAN: I am inclined to suggest that the slight suspicion of levity which

is intruding upon the Committee indicates that it is ready to accept this

compromise without further argument.

MR. GUERRA (Cuba): I have only one thing to add here. The Cuban Delegation

also had an amendment withregard to this paragraph regarding the historical

position of countries supplying. We were inclined to think that the inclusion

of the word "effectively" would, in the main, meet our point. However,even

if this compromise had not been arrived at we had specific instructions to

make reservations regarding that amendment to this paragraph. I would like

that to be taken care of in the report.

THECHAIRMAN:We pass to paragraph 6.

MR. SCHENGER (United States): I wonder if I might presume on the Committee to

go back to paragraph 3 for the purpose of making a clarifying suggestion.

Where the word "other" occurs in the second line I think it would be less

subject to misinterpretation if it were "non-participating" - which I think is

the sense of it.

THECHAIRMAN: I do not imaginetherewould be any objection to that: In

paragraph 3, line 2, for "other" road "non-participating." It is what it means.

NowArticle 8, paragraph 6.

Mr. BEYLEVELD (South Africa): Is there any social reason why the Committee

omitted paragraphs 4 and 5 from paragraph 6? They now only apply to what I

have previously called unilateral agreements. But should not they apply

to them too? In the original American draft they were applicablegenerally.
THE CHAIRMAN: On behalf of the Drafting Committee I should like to attempt a

snapanswer. It is that they are really only relevant in the case of an

agreement that regulates. If there is an agreement that does not regulate

it could not assure, as in paragraph 4, nor make appropriate provision as in

paragraph 5.

MR. BEYLEVELD (South Africa): It is included in Article 46 of the American draft,

which covered those agreements generally. Now they have been put into a sort

of exception clause.
33.
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one of the many improvements on the Americandraft which the DraftingCommittee

made. These two provisions have be moved toaplace wherethey are

relevant and not, as they might have been in the previous case irrelevant and

unworkable.

I will now have one last short at callingparagraph 6 before lunch.

If there are no comments, I hope that concludos Article 8.

I should say that in case anybody is looking at the paper sometimes

numbered ".17", where under the notes on Article 8 it says "paragraph 7"

that paragraph related to Article 11 and not to the Article we are on now.

I think that in view of the time-table of the conference generally the Committee

ought to proceed this afternoon, and I hope the time of 4 o'clock will be

generally acceptable. The engagement with the International Chamber of

Commerce, to which I referred earlier in the proceedings, is due to takeplace

at 3 o'clock. At 4 o'clock we can have a very short reportfrom the three

nominatedDelegates on the proceedings with the International Chamber of

Commerce. Therefore, I will adjourn this Committee now until 4 o'clock in

Room 230.

(The meeting rose at 12.50.pm.)

For verbatim report of afternoon session see E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/8 -
Part 2.
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The meetingresumed at 4.00 p.m.

THE CHAIRMAN: Gentlemen, it might be a convenience if I divulged to you the wicked

plots hatching in the mind of the Chair for the conclusion of this Committee's

business. It is now four o'clock and, as everyone knows, the onset of plenaries
is pressing very heavily on us. Let me hasten to say I have no intention of

asking the Committee to sit late tonight. I think what we ought to try to do today

is to get through the rest of the text and to have a very rapid run through the

draft Report, without devoting too much attention to exact words, so that we can

give the Rapporteur a chance to revise it tomorrow morning. If there are very

many points of principal raised no doubt he will need tomorrow morning and

afternoon to revise it, in which case we shall have to meet tomorrow night.If

there werenot many points of principle we might perhaps have a meeting tomorrow

afternoon; but I was thinking we ought to make an attempt to get through in a

preliminary way both the text and the draft Report today. Having said that, I

now hasten to impedeprogress towards our objective by asking the Vice-Chairman

of this Committeewhether he would like to say what happened in the meeting with

the International Chamber of Commerce.

MRMELANDER(Norway): Mr Chairman, at the instruction of the Committee four members

received the representativesof the International Chamber of Commerce just half an

hour ago, and they handed us a document outlining the International Chamber of

Commerce'sview on the problems with which we are dealing. That document will,

I understand, be duplicated by the Secretariat and will be distributed in due time.

The main points which the representatives of the International Chamber of Commerce

raised were these: namely, first, that the Intergovernmental Commodity Arrangements

ought to include provisions for letting representatives of consumer countries and

producer countries have an equal share in the administration of Commodity

Agreements and Arrangements. That is really what we have already agreed in

principle. Secondly, that the different commodities raised different problems,

and that the arrangements relating to Commodity Councils ought to be comparatively

flexible. so that each commoditycould be treated on its merits. That is also

really what we have so far acceptedand worked on. Thirdly, they mentioned that

the problem of obtaining a stability of price by wayof buffer stocks or other

technical methods was one problem which they had particularly in mind, and I

informed them that that was certainly a problemwhichwehadtackled as well,
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would certainly be willing to consider any proposals they might have to suggest on

those particular problems. Fourthly, they mentioned that the Commodity Agreements

or Arrangementsought not only to cover commodities in surplus supply but also

commodities in short supply, and we informed themthat that problem has also

been very extensively discussed in our Committee; and, lastly, they suggested

that although it is all very well to aggree on principles for Intergovernmental

Agreements relating to primary commodities, it would also be advantageous to

consider the problem of private agreements relating to those samecommodities,

and we informed them that that problem was really outside the scope of Committee

IV but that of course that problem was covered by Committee III. That is really

all that emanated from the very short meeting we had.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think the Committee would first of allwish to express its gratitude

to the three members who consented to receive the International Chamber.

Secondly, I suggest the Committee might ask the Rapporteur to make mention in his

Report of the main points made by the International Chamber; and with that I

think we have finished with this intervention. Perhaps we might go straight on

now to the text. We had finished before lunch with Artlc 8. I propose now to

call Article 9, paragraph 1..... Paragraph 27

MR GUERRA(Cuba): I may be wrong, but I thought we had made a modification i

paragraph 2 in order to make it more clear. It now says, "These members alone

shall have a vote", I think that instead of that we had agreed to say "shallhave

the right to vote", in order that there would not be a misunderstanding about the

number of votes which any member country might have. As a matter of fact,

the voting power should be in accordance with the importanceofthecountry, and

one country might have three or five votes. In order to clarify it, I think we

had agreed to say "right to vote" instead of "a vote".

THE CHAIRMAN: I rather think youare right and that we did mean, at any rate, to

conveythat sense. If it would be more acceptable to say "have the right to vote"

Idonot think that would depart from what was agreed on in the DraftingCommittee,

andthe DraftingCommittee might suggest that tothemain Committee.Thesecond

sentence of paragraph 2wouldthenread:"These members alone shallhavethe

rightto vote."
MR. SCHWENGER (USA): That is in accordancewithout understanding.
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THE CHAIRMAN:May we accept paragraph 2 in that form?(Agreed.) Paragraph3.

MR MOSTIN (Belgium-Luxembourg) (Interpretation): May I askyou why onlyonemember

has been mentioned here and what the functions of this member would be?

THE CHAIRMAN:This point of a non-voting member did cause us a certain amount of

difficulty in the Drafting Committee, but we thought it would be best to leave it

as a non-voting member, relying on the usual international practice that any

member of an international body may appoint an alternate and adrvisers.

MR MOSTIN (Belgium-Luxembourg) (Interpretation): This first sentence does not seem

to apply only to Intergovernmental Organisations; it might also implythat there

would be another member.

SIRGERARD CLAUSON (U.K.): Mr Chairman, I think the intention was that the purpose

of this prevision was so that the organisation - by which we meant in this

particular context the Commodity Commission- could keep in touch with the

operations of each Commodity Council, and therefore that they should be allowed

to appoint a member to that Council to report to the Commission what was going on

there; but equally we felt that that member should not be allowed to vote because

the voting ought to be the business of those who are concerned with that. That

is the whole purposeof that provision, and that led on to the second part of the

sentence, which allows for the organisantion to invite, for instance, the FAO to

appoint a similar representative to keep then in touch with the proceedings of

that Council.

THE CHAIRMAN:Is that explanation satisfactory? May we accept paragraph 3, then?

(Agreed.) Paragraph 4.... . (Agreed.) Paragraph 5.....(.Agreed.) Paragraph 6.....

(Agreed.) Paragraph 7.... (Agreed.) Paragraph 8.

MRBEYLEVELD (South Africa): Does the word "expenses" refer to all funds or

administrative costs?

THECHAIRMAN:I think I am within the recollection of the Drafting Committeein

saying that it means all funds including administrative costs. We thought that

as we had given in paragraphs 4 and 5 a relationship between the organisation and

the staff of the Commodity Council it was right to make it clerk that the

relationship did not include in any way financial provisions, and that the finance

of every Commodity Council, whether for administrative expenses or for other

things, should be borne by the members of the Commodity Council - that is the

members interested.

May we finish, then, with Article 9?....(Agreed.) Article 10... (Agreed.)
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Article 11, Paragraph 1. Here I should direct the attention of the Committee

to the note at the bottom of page 5 of the document which has zo many numbers.
There is a further note on the white paper that was handed round this morning

which informs members of this Committee of the latest position of the draft

text of Article 76.

SIR GERARD CLAUSON (U.K.):Ithink the Committeewill agree that the text of Article

76(2) as prepared by Committee V. entirely meets our requirements and that we could

quite properly take out the square brackets round the words subject to the

provrisions of Article 76, paragraph 2"; because it is now quite clear that the

Executive Board can issue a finding, or refer the Iatter to aritrtion,

THECHAIRMAN:We should have to make this read now Article 76, paragraphs 2 and 3.

SIR GERARD CLAUSON(U.K.): I was just going to say that.

PROF. de VRIES (Netherlands): Or just say Article 76?

THECHAIRMAN: I think Article 76 is enough. What we want to secure in fact is

that the terms of the Intergovernmental Commodity arrangement should be subject to

the sare provisions about interpretation as the Charter itself. May we cross out

the square brackets in the Note and make the Article read "shall then issue a

finding subject to the provisions of Article 76? (Agreed.)

MR SCHWENGER(USA): Mr Chairman, if that is agreed, I think the new draft calls

for the use of the word "ruling" rather than "finding"; I think it is better for

this type of thing.

THECHAIRMAN: If the word "ruling"is used as it is, I entirely agree. May we alter

"finding" to "ruling"? (Agreed.)
SIR GERARD CLAUSON (U.K.):May I call attention to one other alteration in Article 76.

of which we were not aware when we divided this Article into two bits? Article

76(2) now starts, "Any question or difference concerning the interpretation of this

Charter or arising out of its operation". That would rather lead us to insert in

paragraph 1, "any dispute concerning the interpretation of thepovisions of aregulatory

agreement or arising out of its operations"; and then we can insert paragraph 2.

THE CHAIRMAN:I think it was the Netherlands delegation who were particularly

attached to the omission of the words "to the Organisation" in paragraph 2 of this

Article since they did not necessarily wish arbitration on a dispute arising

out of the operations of a commodity agreement tobe referred necessarily to the

Organisation. If theywould agree that Article11should read "Any question or

difference concerningthe interpretation of the provisions of a regulatory
38
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thatparagraphfinishing with "Article76". I think weshouldhave removed a

substantial area of disagreement.

PROF. de VRIES (Netherlands): That is quite agreeable.
THECHAIRMAN: Would the rest of the Committee accept that? It simply brings the

Commodity Agreement, as I understand it, into line with the provisions of the Charter.
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M. WORMSER (France) (Interpretation): Then does the second paragraph

of Article 11 disappear?

THE CHAIRMAN: .Yes, it does under that suggestion.
Mr. WORMSER (France) (Interpretation): Can we have the English text?

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, at dictation speed, This is to correspond with the

new text of Article 76: "Any question or difference concerning the

Interpretation of the provisions of a regulatory agreement" - and here

we have an insertion - "or arising out of its operation" - then we

read it as in the original text - "Shallbe discussed originally by

the Commodity Council. In the absence of agreement, the question

shall be referred to the Commodity Commission for examination and

recommendation to the Executive Board. The Executive Board shall

then issue a ruling subject to the provisions of Article 76."

M. WORMSER (France) (Interpretation): Is it the intention to leave

thehoading of this Article the same as it is settlementt of dispute",

as the word "dispute" has disappeared from thetext?

THE CHAIRMAN: I think perhaps having the word "dispute" in the title is

advantage, since the text of the Article refers to questions or differ

ences concerning interpretation or arising out of the operation.

I should have thought "dispute" was a good description of the state

of affairs described by those 11 or so words.

Mr SCHENGER (USA): In any case it is uniform with Article 76.

THE CHAIRMAN:Youget a strict parallel with Articleo 76 where you insert into the

title: "Inteorpretation and Settlement of Disputes". May wec accept this item

11 as redrafted here?

Mr SCHWENGER (USA): What is the heading, Sir?

THE CHAIRMAN: "Settlement of Disputes". I think perhaps we might ask the Rapporteur

to note in his report that we drew upArticle 11 to correspond with the latest

version of the text of Article 76. Then I take it Article 11 is agreed?

Article 12, paragraph 1? Paragraph 2? Then we pass from Article 12 to

Article 13.

Mr DEVRIES(Netherlands):Mr Chairman, this is amatter of general difficulties,

objectives and generalundertakings.

THE CHAIRMAN:In point of MiscellaneousProvisions". myself would 40.
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satisfactory in this place. Now Article 14.

Mr BALA (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, is it not inconsistent that in Article 2,
paragraph 6, the sentence "solely to the equitable distribution of commodities

in short supply",should be left there?

THE CHAIRMAN: If Imay attempt to answer that question very shortly, the position is

this that in an intergovernmental arrangement or agreement of the kind to which

this chapter as a whole is directed, there might well be provisions dealing with

a supply situation, and such an agreement, if it included paragraphs or

articles about the situation of short supply, would come under the chapter as a

whole.What we had in mind here however, was the sort of arrangement by which

certain countries might agree, especially in the immediate post-war period, to

share the available quantities of a commodity in short supply and not to deal

with any other aspect of the problem, the sort of arrangement that the Inter-

national EmergencyFood Council is now handling. We thought it right that

this being rather of a transitional or emergency character it should be com-

pletely exempted from the other provisions of this Chapter. Such arrangements,

of course, have to comply with the last sentence of this Paragraph, nearly, that
would

if they involve the regulation of trade, which they certainly ,,/they have

to be authorised or provided for by a multi-lateral Convention subscribed to by

a majority of the nations or operated under the I.T.O. I thiink I am right in

saying that the general view of the Drafting Committee in reporting it was that

those comparatively short term agreements which relate to nothing out the sharing

out of supplies could be left to be dealt with under that general safeguard.

Perhaps I might explain that, saying the provisions of Chapter 6 are not designed

to cover these things does not mean that they cannot happen. It means that the

Rules of Chapter6 do not apply to themif they do happen.

Mr BALA (Czechoslovakia): Mr Chairman, could that explanation be put in the

Minutes for the Drafting Committee?

THE CHAIRMAN:Iam certain that that explanation could be noted in the Report if the

Committee would like it to be. The Rapporteur actually has some words in the

preliminaryDraft which hasalready been circulated, and we will come to look at

those; but I think it is entirely proper, so far as I myself am concerned that

that point of explanation should be noted.

MRDE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, on the question of language, as you now

say the provisions do not apply to intergovernmental arrangements, I think that
41.
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has some other implications in Englishwhich you say do not apply.
THE CHAIRMAN: I am in the hands of the Committee on this."are not designed to

cover" is a phrase found in the AmericanDraft Charter.

MrSCHWENGER (USA): Is it proposed that this be changed or is it the question of

the note that we are talking about?

THECHAIRMAN: No, I think the suggestion of the Netherlands is that we should

change the words "are not designed to cover" to "do not applyto".

MR DE VRIES (Netherlands): I say that in order to make it easier to explain it at

home.

MR SCHWENGER(USA): The words were drafted in order not to create an apparent

inconsistency betweenthat languageand the proviso, I believe, Mr Chairman.

THECHAIRMAN: Yes.

MR SCHWENGER (USA): It is a very subtle difference.I am sure the interpretation

eventually would bethe same, but I think these words area little more accurate,

in view of the proviso.
MRJOHNSEN (New Zealand): Mr Chairman, there is one point I would like to bring up.

It is in connection with arrangements to cover seasonal produce commodities.

Certain agricultural products such as meat and dairy products reach peak productic

over a comparatively short period. During the Winter period they fall to a

low point of production. Now, at the point where they are at their peak there

is really no purpose in putting the whole of the production on to the market at

one time, and one can visualise that a good purpose might be served in making

arrangementsfor other producers to regulate the flow of those commodities.I

would suggest that in the third line of paragraph one after the word "supply"

we introduce the words "or to regulate the flow of commodities subject to

seasonal production". I think there is nothing to prevent those arrangements;
.,,,~.jA--; . ,- . * . e , } .:,0 --*.
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L-4 E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/8SiR GERALD CLAUSON (UK):Mr Chairman, I hardlythatthe United
Kingdom would like such arrangements tobe purely producers' arrange-
ments. It seems to me that that is exactly the sort of thing about

which there ought to be a scheme on which consumers have equalrepres-
entation.

Mr. DE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman, I believe this case has been

put forward by the New Zealand delegate. It is one of the cases

where the United Kingdom also want to have some such schemes by the

inclusion of the last two words "or prices" in square brackets, to put

them outside the scope of the agreement. If something as is now

being proposed by New Zealand can come under the provisions of

Article 15, paragraph 4, saying that such things are arrangements

and not agreements, I believe they are still under the general pro-

visions of this Chapter, which is far better, but not under the

strict arrangements of Article 17.

Mr. McCARTHY (Australia): I think the case which is included by New

Zealand is really not excluded. This was designed to deal with

allocation of shortages only. The word "solely" was put in to indi-

cate that if there were a demand for a particular product, there is

no reason why that agreement should not administer a shortages

allocation, provided it was created for other purposes. Now, I agree

with the Netherlands delegate that if it came to an arrangement for

a short term regulation as to the flow of your products, provided

that it met the general conditions laid down in this Article (I think

the only one that would be really significant would be the consent

of importers), this does not exclude it, because this is purely for

the administration of shortages and to deal with allocations such as

are now going on in regard to wheat. It is not designed to cover a

spreading of shipments over a short period such as we have done at

different times by holding back the January butter for April, or

April butter until June, and that sort of thing, and perhaps we could

fit it in with you, but under this we could not do it unless we have

the consent of the United Kingdom.

Mr. JOHNSEN (New Zealand): That will be the idea.
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Mr McCARTHY (Australia): And that arrangements businesscovers it. The

arrangements all round are a bit vague, but I think it has that virtue.

that it would cover a lot of these miscellaneous odds and ends of

schemes.

Mr GUERRA(Cuba): I agreewith that interpretation. If it is possible

to make that kind of arrangement, It would be better. I mean in the

scope of arrangements of a non-regulatory type, but we will have to

chance the definition of the regulation of trade, because a scheme of
that sort will not in a sensee require regulation of trade. So that we

shall want a new definition of a regulatory agreement, because other-

wise, if there is a strict interpretation of regulation of trade,

that again will come under Article 7. I do not think they should

come, but I mean that under a strict interpretation of trade they

wll come.

THE CHAIRMAN: I think it would be right for me to say to the Committee

that the whole of this draft has been drawn up on the basis of dis-

covering general rules which are applicable to all commodities. I

do not suggest that it is unimportant detail but it we were to go

into the comparative detail and decide what were to be the rules

about a product which was subject to seasonal change, we should inevit

ably land ourselves in the task of discovering rules for other

commodities subject to special difficulties. The basis of this is the

the principalsubstantially interested producers and consumers

agree, and if they are faced by a seasonal problem, then they can

make provision in the arrangement or the agreement, whichever it is,

todeal with that problem sensibly and reasonably in the light of all

the circumstances. If we attempe to take in the task of defining

the types of circumstances and of action that can be taken, then

this Chapter will be as long as the Charter is now, and will possibly

prove restrictive, because even in this Committee I do not believe

we arepossessed with an allseeing, prophetic eye,

M. WORMSER (France)(Intearpretation): I am completely in agreement

withtheexplanationjust given by the Chair, but b ecauseof the

great importancecertain countries do attachto these considerations

onewonders if mention could not be made in the Report of theexplana-
tion justgivenby the Chairman.
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might, however, be prepared toagree weshouldmake thepoint in

the Report in this way, that we should say that wedidnot attempt to

deal with the special difficulties attributable toeachtypeof

since we felt it would be unwise to try to lay down &c.,and then
put the explanation.

MrMcCARTHY (Australia): Could you add that it is considered, however,

that the Charter is sufficiently.broad to admlt. of special consider-

ation on different matters as they arise?

I.c: an then .v -, ,oe

THE CHAIRMAN: Certainly, that I take itwould be part of the explanation:

thatthe rules here are, we hope and intend, wide enough to cover

very type ofvarying, circumstance, Would theCommittee now be ready

C,~~~ p a. .0

to go on to Article 14, paragraph 2?

Mr SCWENGER (USA): With one Drafting change: the word "agreements"

escaped the penciI that was changing"agreements" toarrangements".

THE CHAIRMAN: That is thefast line, but three of 14 (1),. It is an

obvious typographical error. For "agreements" read "arrangements".

Mr DE VRIES(Netherlands): MrChairman, there is one more"arrangement"

and"agreement" in line 7 in 14 (1).

Mr SCWENGER (USA): That one was changed.

THE CHAIRMAN: Our text reads "provided that such"arrangementsare not

used to accomplish results inconsistent with the objectives" It

is "arrangements" all through that paragrahph. Paragraph 2? The

Rapporteur points cut to me that perhaps we ought to alter "agree-

ments"in paragraph 2., line 2, to read "arrangements" - "arrangements

relating to fissionable materials"."Arrangements" is the broader

word."Agreements" is used in this Chapter with rather technical

sense. I shouldsay that I had a notefrom the United Kingdom

saying that they cannotfind"fissionable" in anydictionary either

usdt. .copls .eut .nosAtn vt:,h obetv .i

Are there any other comments on paragraph 2 ofArticle 14? Article

15, paragraph1? 45.



L-7 E/PC/T/C.IV//PV/8MrGUERRA(Cuba):Mr Chairman, I wanttocallattention to a question
which may be academic, but I think as we translate "agricultural

Product" into Spanish it will not cover livestock and products like

meat and so on. We make a real distinction between agricultural
products and other things like fish, cattle or something like that.
I do not make a point about this, but I suggest we should try to draft
this in a form which in any languagewill convey the meaning that we

intend.

Mr HALL(UK): I think the Drafting Committee wereusing it in the sense

in which it is used in the Food and Agriculture Organisation.
Mr GUEERA (Cuba): But they include food, and then meat is a food and

fish also; but whether they are agriculture or not is a different

question.

MrDE VRIES: Forest products are included infood and agriculture.

Mr GUERRA (Cuba): I have no doubt that weintend to include that, but

if we do not make any reference to any particular interpretation of

the word, it may have a different meaning in another language.

THE CHAIRMAN: I have consulted the walking dictionary. In a game which

is very well known in the nurseries of the United Kingdom the expressi

"animal, vegetable or mineral" is used, and those are precisely the

words that we want. I hesitate to suggest that the Committee should

give everybody in the United Kingdom a good laugh bysubstituting

those words.

Mr HALL (UK) : Mr Chairman, as this does involve a question of language

and particularly of translation, would we meet itif we also called

the attention of the Drafting Committee to it?

Mr GUERRA(Cuba): Icall attention to this because the modification

of Article 76 by Committee V makes Spanish an official language. I

mean, it has been made an authoritative text; that is the only reason

I say this.

THE CHAIRMAN: May we call the attention of the Interim Drafting Committe
to the word. "Agricultural" here and say by it we mean to include

livestock for food, siiviculturaland fisheryproducts-- the

British version of "vegetable, mineral and animal" covers it

but it has certain infantileconnotations.



L-8 E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/8MrMELANDER (Norway): Withregard to the inclusion of fisheries and
fishery products within this term, I would like to reserve our

position. We thought that agricultural products" would relate to
products of tho land and not to products from thle sea, and it may well

be a point of certain importance. I would rather like to state that

our delegation interpret it to mean agricultural products, in its so

to say limited strict sense, and on the question of including also

fisheries and fishery products we would like to reserve our position.

THE CHAIRMAN: Would not your position be met by the reservation we

already agreed to make this morning in relation to what the then

United States delegate said about certain fisheries conventions?

Mr MELANDER (Norway): I am not certain whether that would cover it.

If this problem is raised in connection with the definition, I

think I would prefer to havea special reservation connected with

thc definition.

Mr DE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairman,I should like to have two more

reservations. The first one is that it says for .the purpose of t'his

Chapter. Nsowe, all over the fxrz ft Charter as it no;; has been con-

sidcred. by all the Committees many tiiries, there are used the words

!prf-mary co~mnodItyll, I commodcfityll or "agricultural products". It has
boon said that it would be useful for the Drafting Comi-tteo to see

'Who definltions of all the provisions of Chapter 6 rclatgng to

;ovisi-cns for agricultural proucts or comm-odlitles or primary

commodities as they care in other parts of the whole Charter, so

that- it would then be seen as a whole. 1 tmay- be we shall have to

delete thi.s for the purpose of this Comri:ttee, or it maybe that

such provf3 sJ ons come under this chapter and come out of chapter 4,

for instance, coming under chapter 6, so that there is more said on

commodJ-ty policy and not only on commodity arrangements; but that is

a thIng which must be done in your Draft,-ng Committee. The second

thing is hils: I hope the NorwegIan delegate, wi-li not boangry wvi th

Me if I say that on the Food and. Agriculture Orgazi-sati-on It was

the Norwegl-an delcEgte who especially,- asked for fisheries to bc

inCludod under the rords'Food 3Bord'%

A7
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It is the specific instruction from my Government to the Nether-

land's Delegation that we see that the objectives of FAO are

covered by the rules of the game we are setting up here. So the

second general reservation is this: that, though I personally

believe that we have completely succeeded in setting up rules of

the game which can be followed by bodies like the World Food

Board or any other body proposed by FAO, it might be that, after

considering the results of the Washington Conference and of this

Preparatory Committee, my Government would say (maybe other

Governments also): "Well, you tried to do the job and make

provision for rules of the game, but, ,when we try to play the

game we see that the rules are not sufficient." So, although I

personally believe we have been successful in this draft, we must

have a general reservation that it is provisional only.

THE CHAIRMAN: My conclusion from the first part of the Netherlands

Delegate's statement is that fisheries products are of great im-

portance to Norway -- .when I take it together with the Norwegian

reservation. I am wondering how we can deal with it in the report.

Would we say, that we intand the word "agricultural" to have the

widest possible significance but that one delegation was not sure

whether it should extend as far as fisheries products?

MR MELANDER (Norway) I would like to have my reservation made a

little bit stronger. I would like to have it worded that for the

time being, anyway, the Norwegian delegation would not like

fisheries" for "fisheries products" to be included.
THE CHAIRMAN: We could say that one delegation did not wish "fisheries

products" to be included. I think, if we say "the widest possible

significance" and then go on to point out what we mean by "the

widest possible significance" by referring to fisheries, we have

really covered the point sufficiently for this time round. As for

the more general point made by the Netherlands that alI this, so

tospeak,is ad referendum, I think that applies to the whole

awork of thepreparatoryCommitteeandnotonlyto the work of thiscommittee. - -

commentsar--k~cos o1Aole T5 ara1grah :?
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Paragraph 2? . ... Paragragph 3?...I now proposetoputa

questioni in twoparts: Are there any otherobservations on

paragraph 4, then those relating to the last two words?

MRHALL (United Kingdom): We were going to propose a purely draft-

ing reformulation of paragraph 4, but it seems appropriate to have

that after the discussion of the words in brackets, as we do not

thinkour amendment alters the sense of paragraph 4.

THE CHAIRMAN: .All right . I now call for observations on the words

"or prices". I here refer the Committee to the end of the report

of the Drafting Committee, where there is a note on Article 15,

paragraph 4, "or prices", which explains the object. I think, quite

clearly of leaving out the words "or prices" and states a

reservation on the two items in square brackets still remaining

from Articles 1 and 2.

MRHALL (United Kingdom):.Mr Chairman, it was, I think, primarily

the United Kingdom which felt some difficulty about the inclusion

of the words in square brackets in this paragraph, and I think

that our views on the subject are already well-known to the

members of the Committee. The United Kingdom delegation has felt

strongly that a very useful contribution could be made in the

international economic sphere by measures which will introduce

greater degree of stability in the prices of primary products;

and we had onvisaged that Inter-Governmental Commodity Arrangements

mightmake contributions in this direction, and we hope that that

will still be the case -- that, when the time comes for the

conferences to consider the situation of particular commodities,
serious consideration will be given to the question of intro-

ducing stabilising arrangements; and no doubt at those conferences

representatives of the United Kingdom may well be found saying

the same things as we have said here. We have also felt that

the rather rigid rules which are laid down to govern agreements

which regulates production and exports might be somewhat modified

in the case of agreements the main function of which, or the sole

function of which, was to ensure a greater stability of prices,
and we had hoped to make some modifications in the text in that
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direction; but the United Kingdom delegation does feel that, on

the whole, we are all very much of a mind here about the general

objectives of commodity policy.' Wefeel that, although there have

been a number of arguments in this Committee about various points,

those, in the main, hare been the kind of arguments that one gets

where there is a broad agreement and where sometimes

not such important points are pressed quite hotly. We also feel

that it would be a very great advantage, for a number of reasons,

if a clean document emerged from this Committee, that is to say,

if the final document could have as few square brackets in it as

possible; and we feel that valuable concessions have been made to

our point of view: in other parts of the document, and particularly

if the Conittee sees its way to removing the square brackets now

in Article 1 and in Article 2 (4). We feel that that will still

leave the way open for us when problems arise in the case of

particular commodities to urge further consideration, and that

on the whole we have been quite clear that, if you are to have

stabilisation schemes, they would have to be done commodity by

commodity and through the procedure of conferences and agree-

ments. In those circumstances, if the Committee is substantially

agreed on the other parts of the draft and if the only obstacle

standing in the way of reaching agreement is these square brackets,

we are prepared to remove them, on the general understanding -- as

you, Mr Chairman, have already stated -- that it covers the whole

charter, that is, that it is ad referendum.

MR SCHWENGER (United States): Mr Chairman, we appreciate the view of

the chapter that has prompted the United Kingdom delegation to

volunteer to remove the brackets that appear with the last two words,

and we are happy to removethe contingent brackets that were placed

around the portions of Article 1 and Article 2 that relate to the

question of prices. believe that the objectives of which then

UnitedKingdom Delegate spoke can be satisfied to alargeextent,

ifnot entirely, under the chapteras it is drafted,and I think
that we can congratulate ourselvesthat that doesdealwith this

matterin a way that willprove satisfactory in operation.



~- F t-e ''

I- ' .--: '. >4 I- ' ,THE CHAIRMAN: now call on Mr Deutsch, not in his capacity as
Repporteur, but as the Canadian representative.

MR DEUTSCH (Canada): Now, as one of the delegation who was troubled

with the inclusionof the word "prices" in the last sentence, in

view of thegoveninterpretation given and the effect on the whole

charter of the specific recognition of the problem of price

fluctuations and the objections arising out of the deletion of

the brackets, we would be happy to adopt the solution suggested,

that is, to remove the brackets from the phrase "or prices" and also

to remove the brackets in Articles 1 and 2. We think that is a

fruitful way outof this difficulty and we are happy to accept.

THE CHAIRMAN: I hopF I am right in gathering that this compromise

solution is acceptable to the whole of the Committee. ... Then

we delete the brackets in Article 1, we delete the brackets round

paragraph 4 of Article 2, and we delete the brackets round "or

prices" in Article 15 (4). I think it is right to remind the

Committee that we have no square brackets left and we have achieved xx

our objective which we set ourselves this morning of being able

to publish a clean text.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): There were brackets in paragraph 6 of Article 2.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes, but we agreed this morning to remove those.

MR GUERRA (Cuba): Thank you.

THH CHAIRMAN: Now the United Kingdom said they had a drafting

amendment to, I think, the whole of paragraph 4 of Article 15. I

gather this is not intended to change the sense.

MR HALL (United Kingdom): I am sorry that we have not had time to

circulate the text. May I read it? It is as follows: "A

Regulatory Agreement is an Inter-Governmetal Commodity Arrange-

ment involving limitation of the production, export or import of S

commodity''or regulation of prices'', namely, we felt it was rather

a clumsy beginning to say "an Inter-Governmental Commodity
Agreement "an Inter-Governmants Commodity Arrangement", and

wo hope that this is just a slightly happrier way of stressing the

51.
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thought onwhich the Committee has newagreed agreed on Artilea 4.

MRMcCARTHY (Australia): Do you attach significance to the word

"limitation"? I suggest regulation".
THE CHAIRMAN: Perhaps I could read the amendment again with the

further refinement suggested by Australia: "A Regulatory Agreement

is an Inter-Governmental Commodity Arrangement involving regulation

of the production, export or import of a commodity or regulation
of prices". I am unable myselfto discover any difference in

maning between the United Kingdom text and the text as amended

by Australia.

MR McCARTHY (Australia ): There is a difference between "limitation"

and "regulation".

THECHAIRMAN: Anyhow,. the United Kingdom here expressed their
wrillingness to.accept the w.ord "regulct on" instead of "limitation"

Is that drafting amendment generally acceptable?

MR SCHWENGER (United States): We have a small change that we would be

willing to see made in paragraph 4 of Article 2 which has just been

unbracketed for public view. We consider that in this context and

in the light of what has just been said, the words "over a period

of time" in this paragraph are of little, if any, significance,

and it might be a clearer statement if they ware removed.

THECHAIRMAN: The suggestion is that, in Article 2, paragraph 4,

where we have just removed the square brackets, we should read "to.
moderate pronounced fluctuations" instead of "to moderate over a

period of time pronounced fluctuations". I take it that the

Committee, will agree to that? (Agreed).
Well, may we now part with this text, which-would be

appended to-the published report of thisCommittee? (Agreed).
There remains for us to consider then the report from this

Co mmittee,andthere is also a resolution which the United

Kingdom now, I think, having, arrive at clean text, ask this

Comnittee to put forward to the Plenary Session for adoption.
Perhaps it would be convenient if we were it, the next, place to

look at the resolution,sincethatisasubstantiveact and will

nodoubtrequire to be noted d in our report . I' think it would be, - * ~~~~~~~~S~v



ofhelpto the Rapporteur if we were to look at theresolution

ratherthan at the text of thereport. The resolution is

contained in paper E/PC/T/C.IV/14, which the Secetrary tells me

isalternatively numbered "W. 9",and it begins:"The United
Kingdom delegation hopes that in theevent of substantial agreement

*.^8*.-nav ;n*,),we have nowcdone)" (hi we ave now done)

'he follmmowingwCondttee svul a reolution oiln the terms".f£owing

Would you learikee to h th United Kingdom say a word about this?

R HALL (Unimedm:MKinhairman,g'o)I Chmmthe Cowillnittee lremember

rintt g its ealier discussionsm sone rference was made to

perteid which will intervene between this meeting and the

establishment of an International Trade Organisation. I think

hattthe hope aws expressed there both that the work that we have

been doing here ill be of assistance to the Food and

gAicrlturarl rOganisation Commission,w hchi is nwo meeting in

aWshington,ndalaos where a serious stiuationi sxpected or is possible, e in the case of apoimaryncopmmodityi tdor is possibl
aywich one of us ,be interested, it will be possible for

ion tvonbe taken ernehougnh there has -otyet been a

genera 1ccepted charter.
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The United Kingdom feel, Sir, that since we are all of a mind about

the way in which these problems should be handled, we, ought not only

to say so, but we ought aIso to give a lead to lndicate to our own

governments that we feel that action need not stand still. In the

case of certain commodities some preliminary action has already been

taken. There are in existence now four study groups and there are I

think several draft agreements which provide for discussion of problem

by countries primarily interested. I do not think I need speak on

the details of the resolution, for it is self-evident. It just

suggests that so far as consultation is necessary, the governments

concerned should adopt the principles that we have considered here

as a guide, and further that the Executive Secretary of the Preparator

Conference should be requested by the Conference to keep in touch

with the consultation, and if there is anything, that any particular

government feels can be done by way, for instance, of advice or

actual physical steps necessary for calling a Conference, he should

do what he can in that direction. I think that now that we have got

an agreed draft we should like two verbal amendmentsin the resolu-

tion. The resolution refers only to the Report of this Committee, but

this Committee has now produced a text, and whatwould be met if we

inserted in the first "Whereas" paragraph, the second line: "The

Report of Committee IV of the Preparatory Committee and the text

appended to it". That is the text that we have just agreed.

And in the first recommendation in the same way, this last line:

"should adopt as a guide the Report of that Committee and the text

appended to it".

Mr CLAIR WILCOX (USA): Mr Chairman, I have been reading over this

resolution and my mind was running along the same channels as Mr

Halls. The substantive matter upon which the Committee has come to

a common position is set forth in the draft chapter on which action
has been taken,and the Report that islater to be considered will

or,- -of .th--etationfothatchaptertogether with a discussionogether with>-A dtan
4;?- --' ._ _

7s pre a' ntd d-ri dlsgcussionso ths mitce,
: skew'eu'on w~ ntly fd- e-or a de. lonwas ten '

toon 2b4shhebeentakenm &af- tex' No that thaz d~ciei. hs
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however, I would suggest stitutefor the t&eor T amendered offorod
by ITr eall, tho followinge in th" first ":hecertain diffi-ain diff
of t cs o0fthe kind referred todin the craft chapter on intergovern-
mental arrangements appended to the Report of the Preparatory,
Committee"; and then in the last line "f ehat 'Whoreas", substitute

'dIrLft1 for "Report".e In tho third "lWhereas" sub"titute 'draft"
for "Repodt"; anc in thi last l1ne if the fIrst recommendation insert
adoptias a eulda th- droft chapter on Intergovernmental arrangements

appende' to the Report of that Committee.

MN:CEAIRA: Perhaps it would be the wils of the Committe- hat I should

rerod lethwhoiresonluti-rwith the aemtsmendm~ust suggested:

'hereas certadin i-fiiecultt of the kind referred to in the draft

chapter onergovernmmental commodityarrangemnts appended to the d to

Report oe tho Preparatorymittee-utc have already occurred in respect

ertainti.Jmary arymcomodities and the governments conceraned re

alreaakingdy t action oen th lines proposed in that draft, whereasand zherers
siriAar eulti-s may occur in resoect Gf other primammoditi-odi-t-
gcs, end whcrats teparatoryratomi Coe.-ttea is agreed this it 4s

ble that action -actio taken in respecteach ohI ioimodltJes should

proceedeon thc general lines pripose .ndraft flrLf, the Preparatory
Committee (1) recommendsithat In so fir as Intergovernmental Consul-

tat.an or -ctioe in rcspect of particulmoditiesdities is necessary
before the atternetional Trade sation is established, ti-shethe
governments concshouldho;.ldadopt as a ghe e t dedraft chapter on

intergeveanmontcl commodity ementspenent appended to the Report of

tmmitteeIttc-e; (2) requests the Executive Secretary toikeep In

with suwtthsuch consultation and to take such action as rmay be-appro

erite tolitai-". Itake itthatiscorredt?-t t.
.AIRWCLR WILCOX (USA) Yes

IERRA G'Cuba): Mr Ohaan, thjen,anubn delegation retre's to say

thbecause se of ttypey-n of some of the amendments that were proposed

onetdra&aft, chaptehiw-hch have not bean adopted, aid -t has been

recessary for us makea.h reservations on this point and some of

teosc reservationsearr coderedeievory imortany bD our government,
and some of them evindintspins-blw, ve aretp repdre to endorse

4,.,; s _--
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Mr McCARTHY (Australia): Mr Chairman, I agree with the principle con-

tained in this proposal. I would like to see more postive action

contemplated than that proposed, I would have hoped that during this

period, which might be a fairly lengthy one, the Prepartory Committee

woul be able to take more definite action is here proposed.

However, I see difficulties in that and I amprepared to accept it

as it stands at the present time.

Mr DE VRIES (Netherlands): Mr Chairnan, the Netherlands delegation

accepts it in the same words as the Australian delegate.

THE CHAIRMAN: I do not knowwhether it is any use the Chair endeavouring

to compose the difference between the Cuban delegation and other

delegations. it is a personal suggestion by the Chair that we might

insert words which say something like: "bearing in mind the points

of view expressed in the Report of CommitteeIV".
Mr GUERRA (Cuba): Mr Chairman, I appreciate your efforts, but I think

there is no possibillty of doing that. The resolution may be adopted

be the Comririttee, but there is a reservation on the part of one

delegation for the reasons that I have indicated.

THE CHAIRMAN: Yes.

Mr HALL (UK): Mr Chairman, I think we might all of us find ourselves

in the position in which the Cuban delegate is, and if he feels

himself constrained to adopt this course, we clearly cannot go behind

it. So that we would be prepared to accept the resolution with a

record of dissent.

Mr GUERRA (Cuba) : I think that is the, only course.

THE CHAIRMAN: Well, we shall have to note that in our Report to the

Prepatory Committee itself.

M. WORMSER(France) (Interpretation): Mr. Chairman, we are ready to give

the agreement of the French delegation to thisproposed resolution

under one condition, that when paragraph 4 of Article 6 is re-drafted,

as was decidedthismorning, it will bere-drafted in such as

to take into consideration thepointofviewwhich has

expressed by theFrenchwouldliketothat thepresent draftingdoessatisfyme.
..

..... _.. . A



-4 E/PC/T/C.IV/PV/8THE CHAIRMAN: Then hardlythinkitisnecessary isreservation, becauseif one delegation acceptedresolutionthat
recommends that governments should adopt as aguide thedraft
chapter, and here it is appended to the Report, and the draft chapterchapter,andhereitisappended to the Report, and the draft chapter~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

ded toitsdissatisfas subsequeily amenction, clearly then itstilerlytetr;e

tion is open toreconsideration.en.to reconsIderatlon

. WOBXR (Frncei spoke but was not Interproted.

edHE Csmorning,Ithink,VBFR : hat we decI thnk, wao lettheir-tn

iecl raph4 of Art -cl 6standwith an. injuction to the Interim

Drafting Comrte to look at it again to see whether it should

be altereud to take accont of iethe point of vw exipressed by Inda.

i, F-S: ane (Ineterpr tation): France does ./agree,

IRMAN: Thenwe:_Hinstct ourRapporteuro strincue this resolu- Inclu

tpartofion a h of ithhes matr I -i- report, and wheni I cometo Introduce

he Report mof the Com.ttee to thSe Plenary ission, I sihall say t is

he wish of this Committee that the Preparatory Comrittee should pass

thl es,oblutihogaut tra ngaain deleunableE; was to fall in with

ehat v~ of thmie Com.-ee because certain points to which they attach

igrea portance nhad it beenoet. Weill, I the 4 inutes remaining

to us perhapsmightwe have a hasty glance at the preliminary draft

report prepared by theRapeportur. Allp Raporteur,i I mght say,

havene be in ra rveygeat idilff ciutyh n te last 1y0 bedas cause the

Heofads gDteleaions, of wIhrom egret to say I have been acting as

one and MrcoxWil bhasacieegnln as heanotr, have changed the rules

oafrt_-ng_, potsr every 24 hours, anodhinny day on wiihc we have

or changed the rtles, the secietiriat have gi1en a different inter-

pretation of the previously adopted rules. So that I hope that,

however we approveof this Report in substance, the Committee will
give a reasonable measure of latitude to the secretariat in its

arrangement, that is to say, whether matter comes first and

then the text and then the notes, or whether the matter comes

first and then thenotes andlastthetext, and so on. Whatwe ought

to do this eveningifwe canis to havea hasty look at the matter hast lockl a matter

porteurandnd see whether it isn satisfactory -hether it I-s en satI
.~~
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lines, I propose to put the first six paragraphs on bloc. This is

in paper 10. The first six paragraphs are an historical account of

the work of this Committee. I think perhaps at this point we might as

the Rapporteur to insert a remark about the observations of the Inter-

national Chamber of Commerce in the light of what was reported to us

at the beginning of the meeting. I take it there will be no observa-

tions on those preliminary paragraphs.

Mr CLAIR WILCOX (USA) May wetakeup minor drafting matters in these

paragraphs at this time?

THE CHAIRMAN: Provided they will not take too long, yes.

Mr CLAIR WILCOX (USA): Well ifthey would take too long, then what

happens?
is

THE CHAIRMAN: This is where the irres/tiblo force in the shape of the

Chairman meets the unmovable obstacle represented by the United States

delegation. We will see how we go, l mean is I do not wish to

fail to get through these in the short time we have available by
reason of having a long discussion on each point,

Mr CLAIR WILCOX (USA).: We have some very minor draft suggestions through

out this text, and I would forbear .to take up the time of the

Committee to discuss them, but I think they might perhaps be a useful

contribution.

.0. 58.
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liKC tstance of one ortwoofthedelegationsocgei tanoo of

in 'draft. I think probablythat would bethe bably tt ouwd

place to drafting suggestions, n"D sugwoations end if the Unitcd

Ste.tumber a goodent rib - or porsay, in the d, eayj inth

arter, a substantialinterest in draftinge.est MInd'.
learly they could elehet could cect themselves to this small

body to assist the Rapportour. usl lam anxioi. about is that.

ehis Commnttec should hot umcur the odxecutivethc EZiecutlv
Seeretary for boing laee on the timotable

MR. tIILCO (US):e In that casc I shall forbear esemention thoso

points at this meeting.

iITEE GIRAN: t is aw declaration hiratech I, atam any , and I

surc th -mMf heeowill-mittoeillwi ec -ith gre pleasure.

Would elegatescgate liko to make. any general comments on the

shape and ff/this Report?r't? Perhaps that is the first question

to put.

ILCOX.ILCO (Ues: Yc., Mr ChairIn. i should like to say that

both in shape and in foem eph& Rcort is excellent.

HAIRMANJHIRM: Thwill '-il ask if there is any-pwint rhich is of

highcr level then a drafting pwint rhich any delegate rants to

brinr eo tho attention of the Rapporteur, other than those

points that have noted as -e have gone through the text?

Thporteurortou is making a careful note. I think, to/time,ime,

an ban take points in almost anyer.dr.

MR.DE VRIES .therlands):): Mr. Chairman, the first agra.-rph of

theviewicr of the deliberations of the CommittrefersCrs toetha

policy of high and stable employment in relation toetwc thole

nomicmic scheme. wNo7 in Committee I there is a. erence tod t

modityty Policy, saying thatwill itel b a safegard tome so

extent tofull employmenHeret. it iput ut the othwr .ay round.

I should .like to put ie h reethc posvtiVe thing, in the eamc

asas in Committcee I.
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THE CHAIRMAN: This would be a third sentence in paragraph 1, I

take it, which would say "On the other hand", and then put the

thing the other way round as well?

MR. DE VRIES (Netharlands): Yas.

THE CHAIRMAN : Yes. Anything clae?
MR. McCA.RTHY (.Australia): Mr. Chairman, the only observation I

have to make and not because I propose leaving almost

immediately - is that the Report, from our point of vierw, is

quite thorough and quite clear, and we have no improvements tc

suggest.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you.

MR. CHANG (China) Mr. Chairman, on page 5, the fourth line from

the top, it reads "subject to certain strictly limited

exceptions". I doubt if the two words "strictly limited" are

necessary. I wonder -whether -we could not be satisfied -with

saying " subject to certain exceptions", leaving out the

"strictly limited"?

MR. W.ILC0X; (US): Well, they are limited exceptions. wemight

drop the word "strictly".

THE CHAIRMAN: All right?

MR. CHING (China):All right, Mr. Chairman. It is better.

THE CHAIRMAN: If there are no other comments, other than those of

a drafting nature, we have already asked the United States, by

implication, to help the Rapporteru. Has . anyone else any

drafting suggestions that he rants to bring to the notice of

the Rapporteur?

MR. DE VRIES (Netherlands): Not outside the alterations in the
textwhich we have brought in today.x.ac b.

ofcourse. TheRapporteur will revise this in Rapporteur till rev

ltheight a! toda's discusswon and obviously rill have to

..ncado certi. reservations and intorpretations and. points of

discussed from time to time.dos ad frome tim,
-:60. f-0. .'
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-:CR:e.'.m VR : Mr. Chaairman,withregard para. 19.ard to pre. 19

po 12, that reeelatese to thpr Ccmmoditytheoission oodity Commri

ot.hich ro didnis Committee?".-
CHAIRMAN:Ae .os Tahnk yoe vcmy nuch.

MR. DE VRIES (Netherlands): Do you end nd to leeav it as it is,
or doywou ish to open discussion forme so mienuts on that?

THCHAIRMAN:irmI mam ogratefi; ul to you. I meant to ask this

mComittwhethertho inetho light of its examination of the text

this morning it was s prepared toratify the passawhich/weeg

ventured to send to CommeeVttV from the Drafting Commiette.

Thomormieecw r-ll find.thamessagegc aexed d to the document

of many numbers. It is on the lastwtro pages in eh shap of

T Taebl..

MR. DE VRIES e(Nethallnds): Mr. Chairman, y wiu ll kwno, from

Committee V that mmnrietoe V refuses to do thiw 7ork, and that

thewantn our Cmimitte, to meak a redraft of the Article on

the Commodity mmCoission and ethse organization questions.

Cawe-o hevc a small Drafting Commieeoc to brgn' it here morrowro

for us, or not?

EHCHAIRMANii: I think n.t,

MR. DE VRIES eNcehcrlands): If notwerc have to lea eo that toewCr,

York, I believe, as Commiteeo r refuses to do it.

THE CHAMAN:":We%bll, mmnniteec V adopted ehc procedure that they

-ould remit the actual drafting of the Articles to tho Interim

Draftgn- CommitteeNewNc York., but they say they want guidance

front That I might call the various Policy Commiteeow rhich have

boon sitting. That is eho Joint body, Commit eW II, Cormieeoo III

and this Committee -If this Commieeoo is prepared to ratify

these instructions thaw -ill ehcn e remitted to tho Interim

Drafting Commietce in we York. I say nothing about the policy

contnetid in these Articles - that is for the Committee to

decide - but w -ould advise the Committee that these insuclxtions

erc perfectly plain andwe needcd not da zny mo workoron it, and

that it is vercry suitable job for the Interin Drafting Comieeoo

..1
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to draw this up into a textual form of the Commodity Commission

Article, particularly as they wiill no doubt be doing the same-

for the Commercial Policy Commission and the Restrictivie Business

Practices Comission.

So IWould like to put the question to this Committee, are

that are criticisms of the messagee which is appended to the

Report of the Drafting Comittee?

SIR GERARD CLAUSON (UK).: Perhaps I might just call attention to

the square brackets on'Article 11, paragraph/2?

THE CHAIPMAN: I think the whole passage disappears in the light of

the settlement we reached on Article 76. Thank you very much..

MR. DE VRIES (Netherlands) : Mr. Chairman, in this proposal, in

nearly every case where they refer to the Organization they
say ' Executive Board on the recommendation of the Commodity

Comission", and if you put that into the definitions the draft

rill be Very Casy. That will apply to everthing.

THE CHAIRMAN: Not quite,and since it is not everything.I do not

think we can do it in that easy way.

MR. DE VRIES (Netherlands): You only, have to draft the exceptions.

THE CHAIRMAN: As I am not going to New York I feel disinclined to

make it too casy for the lucky member of my staff who will be

going, and I think we should leave him some work to do . If

no-one is anxious to disagree with this; perhaps the Committee

would ratify it now?

I have already asked the United States to assist the

Rapportcur. I do not 1know whether the Netherlands delegate

would also be. prepared to assist the Rapporteur tonight and

tomorrow?

MR. DEVRIES (Netherlands). I am prepared, Mr. Chairman.

THE CHAIRMAN: Thank you verymuch, I hope the Committee will

tter than ;a
mittee offour, and even better than a Drafting bet eing

offive. So if wecould ask the Rapporteurand oneteu_-~wi
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oe thc enitod es' delegation

ring as a revised draft towmorrow, thatwould bea gre
I !a-W-meetingtho timc of iocttng todoretterI-think I ha5 bottc -

sk tha/heRapportchavesomer hc thinkeo could zvcso: othing.`
rcadry by.5 o'clock?

THEpossibleTEUR: Iereiwk that is poswiblo, but thc-o -ill not, bo

prior distributicase, it, Iem afraid, in that ca i,if th.

Co=rittoo is content to roivo it at 5 o' clock.

THE CHAIMI: wIf ::reive it at 5 o'clock re can take it

wpara-aph gby paragrapheand -rk throuE it until w0finish,
-ith a suitable adjournmot forewdinner, but I think thero'uld

bc something. getto bcsaid for trying-to pthis job finished

tomorrow. I -ll asgek the Scceocry to arran accordingly.

The Co.n-litteeroso at

63.


